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which politicians delegate policy decisions to bureaucratic
agencies. (Wilson This result is not predicted by present
models of delegation, which do not .
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This article studies some of the recent models and associated
empirical research on politics, delegation, and bureaucracy.
It describes the four core theoretical.
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elected principals delegate authority to agents to implement
and enforce law? By buffering an issue from electoral
politics, delegation reduced the likelihood.
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Studies have come to mixed results when studying whether
legislators delegate more under unified or divided government.
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The challenge of creating democratically accountable
supervisors for the financial system remains an unfinished
task. The Political Economy of Macroprudence As briefly
discussed above, financial systems are surely complex.
Abstract Many international organizations channel financial
contributions of their member countries through other
international organizations to implement their programs and
activities.
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Two standard assumptions underlie these arguments. Krebs,
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